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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Off The Grid adventures
is a unique community
development organisation
that uses the outdoors and
mentoring work as a catalyst
for community change. This
plan has been put together to
guide and grow the business
over the next 12 months.
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BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

The primary purpose of Oﬀ The
Grid Adventures CIC is to engage
young people and adults in activitybased interventions, thereby
addressing two core areas of work:
•
•

5

Emotional health and
well-being improvement
Improved life chances for
formally identified and
referred young people

PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

OTGA has worked in the Youth
and Community sector for many
years and has developed a
significant delivery partnership
of key contacts and potential
resources from across the
region. This knowledge is used
in developing tailored packages
of support for clients.
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GOALS

The primary goal for the
2021-22 Financial Year is to
further develop the reach of
the activities provided for both
formal referral groups and
emotional health groups.
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OPERATIONAL
PLANNING

The partnership operating model
is key to the successful delivery
of our projects. We utilise a
range of highly experienced
freelance staﬀ and partners to
deliver our work. Adhering to
governing body and health &
safety guidance is also critical so
all activities can be delivered in a
safe, fun and professional way.
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CUSTOMERS &
MARKETPLACE

We work with a variety of
clients and funders to develop
tailor made interventions.
This can range from one-off
sports sessions at a local park
through to longer-term complex
projects. We are unique in how
we deliver and demand for our
provision within the deprived
communities we work continues
to remain strong.
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FINANCE

We have created a stable
financial model that works on a
mix of traded income through
contract and freelance work as
well as accessing grant funding
to finance our unique range of
projects and interventions.
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ACTIVITIES

CANBERRA FARM

MENTORING

TREE SERVICES

We deliver a wide range
of exciting and inspiring
activities from tree
climbing, tomahawk
throwing and archery
through to birthday
parties, multi day
festivals & overnight
camps and expeditions.

Our amazing outdoor
activity base, situated on
the edge of the beautiful
Hatfield Moor’s Nature
Reserve in South Yorkshire
where we deliver a range
of residential experiences
and can create bespoke
challenging programmes
for all abilities and groups.

Our mentoring project
has been developed to
address the needs of
some our more
vulnerable young people
in the region. Mentors
develop one to one
support plans and help
young people to achieve
their goals.

Our team have a wealth
of skills and knowledge,
working in woodland
management and developing
community garden projects.
Fully qualified and insured
for small back garden
tree removal/pruning to
developing larger garden’s
and woodland area projects.
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OFF THE GRID ADVENTURES CIC
BUSINESS PLAN 2021-23
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SHORT TERM GOALS:

Off The Grid Adventures is an experienced outdoor based
Community Interest Company, with a focus on improving
wellbeing and social integration through alternative activity
delivery. Our objective is the motivation of young people
to take up outdoor exercise, promoting better health and
reducing antisocial behaviour & substance misuse.

1.

Grow grant funded activities with formal referral groups
and emotional health groups.

•

Our customers fall largely into two camps: a) the young
people we work with, both young people in general and
formally referred groups; and b) the grant funders and
interested stakeholders, those who either provide grant
finance or have a formal interest in supporting young people.

•

Deliver the already awarded grant funded activities from
Peoples Health Trust Lottery and Coalfield Regeneration
Trust plus smaller grants with a combined value of
£40,000 plus (Q1-4)
Submit additional grant requests to close the gap
between above and target of £100k
National Lottery Community Fund, (10k) Sport England
Community Fund (10k) Youth Music (30k) Children in
Need (10k) (in Q2-Q3)
Recruit and train 20 new volunteer mentors (by Q3)
Develop an ongoing mentor training programme for new
and existing mentors (Q3 – Q4)
OTGA has recently gone through AQA training process to
become an Award and Assessment Centre. We aim to be
able to offer a range of awards from pre-level 1 through
to level 3 on the national qualification framework. (Q1)

We consistently deliver these services in the midst of a
reducing supply base. An experienced team of full-time
and specialist freelance personnel, our creativity and ability
to respond quickly to change sets us apart from other
organisations.
OTG projected sales income for 2021 is £96,000, with a
conservative and contingency supported 3 year plan to
develop this to over £120,000 by end of 2023.

GOALS:
The primary goal for the 2021-22 FY is to develop the
activities provided to both formal referral groups and
emotional health groups. In addition, we intend to underpin
the traded income stream by further developing the use of
the Canberra Farm site and maintaining the client bases for
freelance and for tree surgery services. We will also grow our
core social media channels to improve client awareness of our
service breadth and scope.
In the medium term we intend to increase the proportion of
mentoring for formal referral and emotional health groups
and to target more medium-sized grant awards.
Longer term we intend to broaden the client base for
freelance work and to increase the geographic spread of all
clients across the North East and Yorkshire regions.

•
•
•
•

For 2021-22 our formal referral and emotional health groups
activities via grant funding are projected to deliver £80k
(2020 was £40k), with £20k of bids currently in the grant
application stage.
2.

Maintain Freelance work at 100 days over the year

•
•

Deliver existing bookings £22,500
Maintain existing client contact with the Yorkshire based
Sport Society Success Network & North East based
Alexander Adventures organisation to secure existing
and additional freelance bookings.

Freelance work in this segment is targeted to be maintained
at around 100 days per annum, income objective of £150 per
day or £22,500 in total over the financial year.
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3. Canberra Farm campsite opened to families and other
campers for the first time in Summer 2020 with 15
bookings in total hosted and booked through Nearly Wild
Camping Club. Improved online marketing of the facilities
will see this develop significantly with a potential Summer
21 season goal of 50 days booked at £100 per booking
between June & October 21.
•
•
•
•

Lakeside Lodge will be launching and be available for
booking in Summer 21
Improve marketing of facility to potential clients via Air
B&B & Social media channels
Grow the Lakeside Lodge bookings to 30, 2-night
bookings at £200 per booking.
There is also scope for one-off event provision; an
example of this is a live enquiry for a musical birthday
event for 20 guests or a private, mini-festival.

4.

Maintain Tree Surgery services at 20 days p.a / £4000 to
underpin traded income.

•

Ensure marketing of this service is fit for purpose. Maintain
current sponsored campaign with online company YELL.
Expand online marketing to show services on Google
searches
Undertake additional NPTC tree climbing qualification to
allow more complex tree surgery jobs to be undertaken
Maintain contact with existing clients via social media

•
•
•

The objective is to maintain Tree Surgery services at the
current trading levels of typically 20 days per annum, Income
target = £4,000
5.

Improve and increase marketing via core social media
channels.

•

Focus on 4 core social media channels used by target
audiences
Increase number of followers on all channels by 25% over
the next 12 months
Prepare 4 quarterly performance reports for all media
sharing.
Prepare 4 case studies for all media sharing linked to
performance report
Booking Websites and associated apps are now the
most common way to book accommodation, “Air B & B”
and “Pitch Up” websites will be utilised for summer 21
Canberra Farm bookings.

•
•
•
•

We are currently developing our use of the core social media
channels, those used by professional clients and Funders
and those by young people and parent groups, namely
LinkedIn, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. We wish by the
end of the financial year to be putting 1 post per week on all
media channels.

MEDIUM TERM GOALS.
1.

Increase income from mentoring services.
2020 and Covid 19 created a range of challenges for
traditional youth services. Off The Grid Adventures
responded to the challenge by tailoring traditional group
activity delivery to more specialist one to one & family
group interventions. Due to the ongoing nature of the
pandemic and the need from professional services we
plan to continue to grow our mentoring programmes. In
the Medium term, we will increase the value of our work
devoted to mentoring services for the Formal Referral
and Emotional Health groups through the following;;

•

•
•

Increase the income from Mentoring services for Formal
Referral and Emotional Health individuals and small
groups. (£20k in 2020)
Current levels of this are 30 young people in total
engaged over the 2020 financial year
We plan to grow to 50 young people constantly engaged
over the 2021
Recruit and train 20 volunteer mentors in 2021
Develop links with alternative education providers

2.

Increase in number of medium sized grants

•
•

We are also targeting an increase in the number of our
number of medium sized grant awards (£10-50k). The
majority of our current grant awards are in the Small Grants
category (£500 – 10k) representing smaller organisations
with a limited evidence base of impact. We believe we can
successfully operate in the Medium Grants category, for
organisations with a good impact evidence base of 1-3 years.
By building our evidence base and increasing the visibility
of our current and previous project activity performance we
believe we can target 2 medium Grants per annum.
3.

Widen the client base for Freelance services
(Longer term plan continucency)

The Freelance work we currently do is predominately linked
to Sport Society Success Network we believe there is a
healthy scope to widen the client base to include other
agencies, schools and colleges.
An additional 2 longer term projects from other agencies
could potentially deliver a further £4000 to our traded
income stream.
We will target our marketing activity at increasing our
geographic reach, in terms of potential and purchasing
customers. The objective here is for 100% of our new
customers to be from the North East area minimising travel
time and associated costs.
• Currently 90% of customers are from Yorkshire and
linked to the SSS Network
• A balance of 50% Yorkshire / 50% North East freelance
work is the goal for 2021 onwards
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THE CURRENT MARKET CATALYST

•

We work with a variety of clients and funders to develop
tailor made interventions. This can range from one-off sports
sessions at a local park through to large scale targeted
programmes & longer-term complex delivery projects.
The market for formal referral work:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

There are currently no other specialist mentoring services
in the North East area.
A number of service’s have delivered mentoring
programmes over the years but most had been core
funded or commissioned through local authority. That
funding has reduced significantly over the last 10 years
and all Children’s Services teams. None of the North East
Authorities have this specialist support as an option when
developing casework interventions anymore.
When initially developing this project, we did a
consultation exercise with a range of stakeholders from
across social care services in the region. All workers
highlighted or expressed a significant need for a highquality mentoring programme that would be open to young
people in early intervention tier 2-3 risk level category.
External Grant funding currently exists that would support
this work in establishing a regional mentoring project.
Significant National competition exists for grant funding
for project work.
Ongoing update training is required to stay ahead of
competition and produce quality grant applications.
Effective monitoring & evaluation is key to showing
impact & value for money, the use of the Substance
monitoring system will be critical in showing the
effectiveness of our operating model.

•
•
•
•
•

The market for Tree Services:
•
•
•
•

There are only 5 freelance senior instructors currently
working in the North East area.
Outdoor centres have real difficulty recruiting senior
instructional staff.
Poor working conditions and low pay over a number of
years have led to a lack of instructors progressing through
qualification levels and staying in the outdoor profession.
There are 4 medium sized outdoor providers that recruit
and utilize freelance staff as and when required in
operation across the North East region.
There is a significant gap in the market for good quality
freelance instructors who can deliver a flexible range of
project and activities to young peoples and adult groups.

OTGA has worked in the Youth and Community sector
for many years and has developed a significant delivery
partnership of key contacts and potential resources from
across the region. This knowledge is used in developing
tailored packages of support for clients.

ISSUES FACED BY YOUTH ORGANISATIONS
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Canberra Farm is a large and unique multi use site suitable
for a range of activities from small groups use through to
major corporate events.
The camping is currently marketed through the national
organisation, Nearly Wild Camping. Only Canberra Farm is
advertised on the website in the South Yorkshire area.
There is no campsite in Yorkshire offering specialist camping
event & activity services similar to Canberra Farm.

The motivation of young people from both main client
purpose groups;
The complexities of working with challenging young people;
The fractured provision of support and engagement
services for young people;
The fractured, reduced funding for support and
engagement for young people;
The dwindling availability of engagement & delivery
services in many areas;
Complexities of geography issues for young people to
attend the activity provision.

OFF THE GRID ADVENTURES CAN DELIVER
TAILORED SERVICES TO SUPPORT:
•
•
•

The market for Canberra Farm camping and event services:
•

The market is heavily saturated across the North East
area with tree and garden services.
Approximately 25 companies are offering a range of tree
services.
OTG niche, is developing specialist garden projects this
area also has limited competitors
OTG has a Small expert team with low overhead costs which
allow us to be very competitive when quoting for work.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.

•

The market for Freelancing Services:

A clear need was identified in the 2020 summer holiday
period. We delivered a successful pilot to 18 families and
groups group bookings. All groups stated that a quiet
private site was key to the success of the stay.

•
•
•
•

The motivation of all young people to engage in outdoor
activities;
Reducing incidents of anti-social behaviour & drug and
alcohol misuse
Reverse one of the delivery dilemmas by bringing the
activity to the young people;
o
Easier for clients
o
Easier for young people
o
Time saving
o
Cost saving leading to higher person per £ spent ratios
Security of provision despite a dwindling delivery supply base;
Advice and help to supplement or help clients source
funds to bolster their budgets;
Catalyst for engagement development where limited
youth support infrastructure exists;
The need for creative solutions to fit client circumstances
and needs.
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PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

Operational Planning utilises

1.

Developing a strong staff team that has the skill to deliver the
projects we are commissioned or funded to deliver is critical
to the success of the company. We have recruited a number
of very experienced freelancers and plan to grow this over the
course of 2021

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Activity provision – A range of indoor and outdoor
activities can be delivered on site, in local Parks or from
our residential site in South Yorkshire.
AQA AWARDS – We are an AQA award and qualification
provider. With our trained tutors we can deliver a range
of awards from entry level to level 3 awards on the
national qualification framework.
Music, Video and Photography – Workshops can be
delivered in a range of media services at various locations
depending on group size and need.
Bushcraft Activity Days – Tailored to your requirements
and age groups, activity days can be delivered at our site
or location of your choice.
Environmental & Social Action Projects – Community
projects and intergenerational work that can bring
communities together.
Bespoke, custom activity solutions – Activities can be
adapted according to group needs and abilities with
delivery taking place at a venue of your choice.
Mentoring Service – One to one or small group work for
vulnerable young people requiring additional support.
Funding and grant sourcing advice – OTG can help you
access and support funding applications to underpin your
activity delivery ambitions.
Building and developing local Infrastructure – As part
of our work we can help develop new and existing
infrastructure in areas where delivery is limited or has
been lost completely due to budget cuts or similar
circumstances.

Due to the nature of the work we deliver, adhering to all
appropriate Health & Safety legislation is essential for each
client and the safe operation of the business;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OOTGA uses the national EVOLVE Off Site School Visit
system to plan, deliver and evaluate all activities.
The organisation and all activities are fully Insured
through Birnbeck Insurance services who a specialist
provider in the outdoors.
Highly qualified instructors are utilised for all activities
delivered.
All staff regularly attend training and CPD is actively
encouraged across all areas of operation.
All staff are required to hold an in date 16-hour first aid
certificate as a minimum.
All staff under go Children and Adult Safeguarding
Training level 2 standard as a minimum.
All staff handling & preparing food are qualified to Food
Hygiene level 2 standard as a minimum.

Appendix 1 - demonstrates how our creative hub model
works and shows the two main routes we use to develop to
bespoke programmes and interventions for clients.

Products/services for Canberra camping and event services:
10. Camping – self-catered camping bookings accepted in all
seasons
11. Onsite Activities – Activities can include archery, axe
throwing, shelter building & fishing
12. Bespoke Events and Camps - Organised and delivered
around the needs of private bookings. We have a range of
tents and associated equipment to make every occasion
very special.
Products/Services for Freelance Services:
13. Staffing support for new and established projects
14. Support to help develop new and innovative solutions
Products/Services for Tree Surgery
15. Tree reduction and removal – from small branches to full
trees trimmed, shaped or removed.
16. Hedge shaping and reduction or complete removal
17. Community Garden Projects – working to a range
of requirements we can help develop community
garden projects in school grounds, youth sites or other
appropriate areas.
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FINANCE & CASHFLOW FORECAST
BUSINESS PLAN 2021-23

INCOME
COST CENTRE

2020

2021

2022

2023

(Actual)

(Estimated)

(Estimated)

(Estimated)

Grant Income

£55,000

£75,000

£80,000

£100,000

Freelance Income

£10,000

£15,000

£15,000

£15,000

Traded Income

£3000

£6000

£7000

£8000

Percentage Freelance &
Traded to grant Income

24%

28%

28%

23%

TOTAL INCOME

£68,000

£96,000

£102,000

£123,000

COST CENTRE

2020

2021

2022

2023

Staffing

£26,000

£65,000

£65,000

£65,000

Delivery Costs

£35,000

£23,900

£27,300

£46,000

Office & Project Support
Costs

£2000

£2100

£2200

£2300

Reserves

£3100

£5000
(Projected)

£7500
(Projected)

£10,000
(Projected)

TOTAL COSTS

£68,000

£96,000

£102,000

£123,300

EXPENDITURE
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APPENDIX 1

A 3RD PARTY
ARRIVES WITH
A NEED

SOME CONCEPT METHODOLOGY
DECIDE A
CONCEPT
SOLUTION

RESEARCH
WHO MIGHT
FUND IT

OBTAIN
FUNDS

OFF THE
GRID KNOWS
OF A NEED
CURRENTLY
UNSATISFIED
APPLY FOR
FUNDS
EXECUTE
CONCEPT
(SOLUTION)

RESEARCH
THE TARGET
GROUP WITH
THESE NEEDS

APPROACH
THE RELEVANT
3RD PARTY
INTERESTED IN
THIS NEED

IDENTIFY
FUNDERS

APPLY AND
OBTAIN
FUNDS

OFF THE GRID
CREATIVELY
DEVELOPS
A CONCEPT
(SOLUTION)
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